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Chapter Eight 
 

8. Mobile computing application/ TCP application 

8.1 Introduction 

Mobile Computing can be defined as a computing environment over 

physical mobility such that it’s used will be able to access data, 

information and other logical objects from any device in a network while 

on move. 

Mobile Computing is the interaction between the human and computer by 

which a computer is expected to share some different data (transmitting 

voice, text, video, and audio). 

Mobile computing consists of two terms mobile and computing. Mobile 

means not stationary and computing is the activity of developing and 

using computes technology including the hardware and the software. 

Thus mobile computing is a technology that allows anytime, anywhere, 

and everywhere computing. 

 

The rapidly expanding technology of cellular communication, wireless 

LANs, and satellite services made information accessible anywhere 

and at any time. In the past few years, tens of millions of people start 

moving toward carrying a portable palmtop or laptop computer. Smaller 

units, often called personal digital assistants or personal communicators, 

such devices runs on AA batteries and have only a small memory; larger 

ones devices has powerful laptop computers with large memories and 

powerful processors. Regardless of size, most mobile computers have 

been equipped with a wireless connection to the fixed part of the network, 

and, perhaps, to other mobile computers. The resulting computing 

environment, which is often referred to as mobile or nomadic 

computing, no longer requires users to maintain a fixed and universally 

known position in the network and enables almost unrestricted mobility. 

Mobility and portability created an entire new class of applications and, 

possibly, new massive markets combining personal computing and 

consumer electronics.  
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Based on the current and future development in mobile computing 

applications information can be easily accessible from virtually any place 

and time, but also, it can be stored in a highly decentralized, distributed 

information infrastructure often termed as “cloud” or "information 

superhighway." A wide variety of information servers (both public and 

proprietary) are accessible to mobile computers. We already have seen 

and experienced the rapidly growing popularity of mobile computing 

cloud in the World-Wide Web across a broad range of computer users. As 

the mobile infrastructure develops,  

Mobile computing application has caught attention recently because it 

is a remarkable Distinguishing systems from other computing systems 

especially in the way: 

1- The tasks that they are designed to perform. 

2- The way that they are designed. 

3- The way in which they are operated. 

 

There are many things that a mobile computing system can do that a 

stationary computing system cannot do; these added functionalities are 

the reason for separately characterizing mobile computing systems. 

Among the distinguishing aspects of mobile computing systems are: 

1- Their prevalent wireless network connectivity. 

2- Their small size. 

3- The mobile nature of their use. 

4- Their power sources. Their functionalities those are particularly 

suited to the mobile user. 

Because of these features, mobile computing applications are inherently 

different than applications written for use on stationary computing 

systems. 
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8.2 Mobile Application 

The main advantage of a network which provides transparency is that it 

enables a walk station to run all the applications which were previously 

used in a static environment without modification. This section describes 

a number of applications and application frameworks have been 

implemented, which adapt in die rent ways to a changing mobile 

environment. All require information to be available which concerns their 

changing environment. 

The types of applications which are expected to be used on 

walk stations are next considered: 

 

 Database queries over the static network for information such as 

weather, or traffic condition, and performing share transactions, or 

home shopping. 

 Client-server applications, such as World Wide Web (WWW) 

browsing, electronic mail, Usenet news, and remote sessions on 

static computers. 

 Multimedia applications, such as a video phone, television 

broadcasts, video mail and video on demand (the first two 

applications imply “live” sources of data). 

 

 Collaborative working, requiring a group protocol for 

distributed transactions and floor control. 

While some of the simpler applications, such as electronic mail might 

operate effectively in a transparent environment, the more ambitious 

applications would be expected to adapt to such changes as network 

bandwidth, connectivity, and the proximity of useful resources.  

The MOST projects has centered on a cooperative application for field 

engineers in the electricity supply industry. This application requires 

the use of mobile, peer-to-peer communication paradigms and 

emphasizes operator safety. The project has made extensions to the 

ANSA/REX communications protocol to introduce QoS managed 

bindings whereby call-backs are made to applications if QoS constraints 

are not met.  
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The communications protocol which was implemented (QEX) has also 

been used to investigate back-off and fragmentation strategies pertinent to 

mobile computing. The MOST environments make use of replicated 

services and different network types, but requires the selection of 

services to be made by the user of the application. The additional 

flexibility of the traded handoff might have been beneficial in automating 

this process. 

 

8.2.1 Bayou Architecture  

 Bayou is a weakly consistent distributed storage system: 

           –Assumes a set of nodes (e.g. laptops, PDAs) which are only 

occasionally connected. 

           – Clients talk to servers, each of which manages a ‘database’       

(= set of data items). 

          – clients and servers can be located on a node. 

         –Any client is allowed to read from or write to any server with 

which it can communicate. 

 Built around idea of eventual consistency: 

 The Bayou System is a platform of replicated, highly available, variable-

consistency, mobile databases on which to build collaborative 

applications.  

Consists of variable consistency, replicated databases in a mobile 

environment, and is intended for collaborative applications which require 

read and write access to shared data. Walk stations are able to interact 

with any available database server, taking into account locality and 

network performance. For Bayou clients, this offers similar advantages 

to applications using a traded handoff. 
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Figure 8.1 Bayou Architecture 

 

8.2.2 Odyssey Architecture  

Allows applications to register an interest in available resources. Call-

backs are made to the application when these resources change and are 

used by the application to change its data fidelity. For example, a video 

server may support the movie abstraction, which consists of a number of 

different copies of the same video at different levels of fidelity. The video 

client requests the highest fidelity stream which can be played out given 

the available bandwidth. On receipt of call-backs indicating a reduced 

available bandwidth, the client requests that the video stream changes to a 

lower fidelity. 
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Figure 8.2: Odyssey Architecture 

 

8.2.3 IP Fast Fail  

Recognizes that applications should be informed of disconnections from 

the network. This enables applications to continue to function in a 

diminished capacity, instead of blocking as network operations fail. The 

implementation takes the form of a daemon which monitors for 

disconnections of the host from the network. On a disconnection, the 

daemon configures the system so that the network driver returns an error 

whenever transmission is made on a non-loopback interface. A number of 

unmodified applications are demonstrated which immediately fail rather 

than hang when the system is disconnected. Other applications are 

introduced (a mail server and a le system) which are able to continue 

using their own caching strategy on disconnection. 
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Figure 8,3: IP Fast Fail 

 

A mechanism for walk station access to le systems has been 

implemented which allows a walk station to Hot Replace its read-

only le systems. 

It is argued that this is desirable even if the underlying network provides 

transparent connectivity, since both the latency and reliability of 

operations worsen as the walk station moves away from the le system 

server. The work is based around an extension to the Sun Network File 

System (NFS) and because of its stateless server model; the 

implementation is able to switch over open (read-only) les to a new 

server without any client state transfer. A method has been described of 

supporting a read/write, replicated le service. Walk stations are assigned a 

primary le server, which propagates updates to a quorum of secondary le 

servers. The walk station caches its requests until it has received an 

acknowledgement that the request has been safely propagated to the 

secondary servers. This caching makes it possible for the walk station to 

switch to a new primary without the transfer of any state. 

 A special module called the matchmaker is used to locate a suitable 

primary as a walk station is moved. 
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Finally, work in the area of Context Aware applications has 

investigated how the behavior of applications should adapt to changes in 

a context which represents their location and nearby resources. For 

example, an alarm application might be configured to respond in a 

different manner when the user is in a meeting, compared with when the 

user is alone or with co-workers.  

Other examples of context aware computing include an investigation 

into the control of peripherals depending upon the individual's location 

and the use of a walk station with knowledge of its physical location to 

attach virtual reminder notes to physical objects and locations. Another 

project, presents a dynamic Remote Procedure Call (RPC) service for the 

Parc-Tab walk station which allows environmental changes to be 

propagated to applications.  

Clients subscribe to the RPC service and receive call-backs when their 

environment changes. Cited uses for the service include: determining the 

closest printer or finding a suitable display onto which to migrate an 

application's user interface. 

 

 

Figure 8.4: Mobile applications server 

By any measure Apple’s App Store has been a great success, passing 

the milestone of one billion downloaded applications (apps) in less 

than ten months, and reaching 1.5 billion downloads in one year. 

Indeed, the availability of a wide choice of apps can be critical to the 

https://www.safaribooksonline.com/library/view/hacking-android/9781785883149/ch06s02.html
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commercial success of new smartphones. Even as more smartphones 

are sold, the creation of mobile applications to run on them is 

constrained by the fragmentation of the market between different 

platforms.  

Mobile apps are add-on software for hand held devices, such as 

smartphones and personal digital assistants (PDA). Among the most 

popular are games, social networking, maps, news, business, 

weather and travel information. All of these leverage at least one of 

the device’s technical features: communications interfaces (Wi-Fi, 

WiBro/mobile WiMAX, GSM/EDGE, W-CDMA/UMTS/HSPA 

and Blue tooth), audio and video processors, camera, sensors or 

GPS module. Handset manufacturers, mobile network operators and 

suppliers of mobile operating systems (see Table 1) are opening 

storefronts on-line in attempts to capitalize on growing consumer 

demand. High-end devices that are able to run mobile apps need an 

attractive and expanding range of these apps if they are to generate 

hardware sales and network revenues. Between 2008 and 2009, 

research firm Ovum expects the market for smartphones to grow by 

23 per cent, against an overall decline in the total mobile phone 

market caused by the economic crisis. Smartphone shipments are 

forecast to reach more than 400 million by 2014, nearly all capable 

of running apps from at least one store. 

 

  

 

 

Table 1: Characteristics of selected mobile platforms 
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8.2.4 Mobile Application for Health Care 

Mobile computers and other devices have transformed the way healthcare 

providers deliver care, and new smartphone platforms are poised to 

further revolutionize hospital efficiency and patient safety. However, at 

many hospitals the current mobile technology deployment model has left 

nurses and physicians using multiple, disparate devices and solutions.  

Deploying new converged, rugged mobile devices that address multiple 

applications can improve efficiency for clinicians and reduce support 

costs for hospital IT departments.  

 

Figure 8.5: Mobile Application for Health Care 

 

8.2.5 Mobile Application for Company’s  

The importance of using Mobile Application to promote a business. 

Communicate with customers constantly, Promote your products or 

services anytime, anywhere.  Increase Sales, leave a good mental image 

to the client, build a new customer list, and also increase the application 

load. And advertise your brand and spread your business. 
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Figure 8.6: Mobile Application for Company’s 

 

8.2.6 Mobile Application for House Monitoring 

The mobile used for wireless security camera brings a complete, video 

surveillance system, for monitoring homes, small business networks. 

With a high definition color image sensor and a wide monitoring angle 

lens. 

 

Figure 8.7: Mobile Application for House Monitoring 
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8.3 Mobile TCP Applications 

Dropping packets due to a handover or higher bit error rates is not the 

only phenomenon of wireless links and mobility – the occurrence of 

lengthy and/or frequent disconnections is another problem. Quite often 

mobile users cannot connect at all. One example is islands of wireless 

LANs inside buildings but no coverage of the whole campus. What 

happens to standard TCP in the case of disconnection. A TCP sender tries 

to retransmit data controlled by a retransmission timer that doubles with 

each unsuccessful retransmission attempt, up to a maximum of one 

minute (the initial value depends on the round trip time). This means that 

the sender tries to retransmit an unacknowledged packet every minute and 

will give up after 12 retransmissions. What happens if connectivity is 

back earlier than this? No data is successfully transmitted for a period 

of one minute! The retransmission time-out is still valid and the sender 

has to wait. The sender also goes into slow-start because it assumes 

congestion. 

What happens in the case of I-TCP if the mobile is disconnected? The 

proxy has to buffer more and more data, so the longer the period of 

disconnection, the more buffers is needed. If a handover follows the 

disconnection, which is typical, even more state has to be transferred to 

the new proxy. The snooping approach also suffers from being 

disconnected. The mobile will not be able to send ACKs so, snooping 

cannot help in this situation. 

The M-TCP (mobile TCP) approach has the same goals as I-TCP and 

snooping TCP: to prevent the sender window from shrinking if bit errors 

or disconnection but not congestion cause current problems. M-TCP 

wants to improve overall throughput, to lower the delay, to maintain end-

to-end semantics of TCP, and to provide a more efficient handover. 

Additionally, M-TCP is especially adapted to the problems arising from 

lengthy or frequent disconnections. 
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Figure 8.8: M-TCP /mobile TCP 

 

M-TCP splits the TCP connection into two parts as I-TCP does. An 

unmodified TCP is used on the standard host-supervisory host (SH) 

connection, while an optimized TCP is used on the SH-MH connection. 

The supervisory host is responsible for exchanging data between both 

parts similar to the proxy in I-TCP (as shown in Figure 8.1). The M-

TCP approach assumes a relatively low bit error rate on the wireless 

link. Therefore, it does not perform caching/retransmission of data via the 

SH. If a packet is lost on the wireless link, it has to be retransmitted by 

the original sender. This maintains the TCP end-to-end semantics. 

The SH monitors all packets sent to the MH and ACKs returned from the 

MH. If the SH does not receive an ACK for some time, it assumes that 

the MH is disconnected. It then chokes the sender by setting the sender’s 

window size to 0. Setting the window size to 0 forces the sender to go 

into persistent mode, i.e., the state of the sender will not change no matter 

how long the receiver is disconnected. This means that the sender will not 

try to retransmit data. As soon as the SH (either the old SH or a new 

SH) detects connectivity again, it reopens the window of the sender to the 

old value. The sender can continue sending at full speed. This mechanism 

does not require changes to the sender’s TCP. The wireless side uses an 

adapted TCP that can recover from packet loss much faster. This 

modified TCP does not use slow start; thus, M-TCP needs a bandwidth 

manager to implement fair sharing over the wireless link. 
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-The advantages of M-TCP are the following: 

 

 It maintains the TCP end-to-end semantics. The SH does not send 

any ACK itself but forwards the ACKs from the MH. 

  If the MH is disconnected, it avoids useless retransmissions, slow 

starts or breaking connections by simply shrinking the sender’s 

window to 0. 

  Since it does not buffer data in the SH as I-TCP does, it is not 

necessary to forward buffers to a new SH. Lost packets will be 

automatically retransmitted to the new SH. 

 

-The lack of buffers and changing TCP on the wireless 

part also has some disadvantages: 

  As the SH does not act as proxy as in I-TCP, packet loss on the 

wireless link due to bit errors is propagated to the sender. M-TCP 

assumes low bit error rates, which is not always a valid 

assumption. 

  A modified TCP on the wireless link not only requires 

modifications to the MH protocol software but also new network 

elements like the bandwidth manager. 

 

 

Figure 8.9: Indirect TCP segments a TCP connection into two parts 
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The highest-level protocols within the TCP/IP protocol stack are 

application protocols. They communicate with applications on other 

internet hosts and are the user-visible interface to the TCP/IP protocol 

suite. All application protocols have some characteristics in 

common: 

 They can be user-written applications or applications standardized 

and shipped with the TCP/IP product. Indeed, the TCP/IP protocol 

suite includes application protocols such as: 

       – Telnet for interactive terminal access to remote internet hosts 

       – File Transfer Protocol (FTP) for high-speed disk-to-disk file 

transfers 

      – Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) as an internet mailing 

system 

These are some of the most widely implemented application protocols, 

but many others exist. Each particular TCP/IP implementation will 

include a lesser or greater set of application protocols.  

 They use either UDP or TCP as a transport mechanism. Remember 

that UDP is unreliable and offers no flow-control, so in this case, the 

application has to provide its own error recovery, flow control, and 

congestion control functionality. It is often easier to build applications 

on top of TCP because it is a reliable stream, connection-oriented, 

congestion-friendly, flow control-enabled protocol. As a result, most 

application protocols will use TCP, but there are applications built on 

UDP to achieve better performance through increased protocol 

efficiencies. 

 Most applications use the client/server model of interaction. 
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8.3.1 The Client/Server Model 

TCP is a peer-to-peer, connection-oriented protocol. There are no 

master/subordinate relationships. The applications, however, typically use 

a client/server model for communications, as demonstrated in Figure 8-

1.A server is an application that offers a service to internet users. A client 

is a requester of a service. An application consists of both a server and a 

client part, which can run on the same or on different systems. Users 

usually invoke the client part of the application, which builds a request 

for a particular service and sends it to the server part of the application 

using TCP/IP as a transport vehicle. 

The server is a program that receives a request, performs the required 

service, and sends back the results in a reply. A server can usually deal 

with multiple requests and multiple requesting clients at the same time. 

 

 

Figure 8.10: The client/server model of applications 
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Most servers wait for requests at a well-known port so that their clients 

know to which port (and in turn, which application) they must direct their 

requests. The client typically uses an arbitrary port called an ephemeral 

port for its communication. Clients that want to communicate with a 

server that does not use a well-known port must have another mechanism 

for learning to which port they must address their requests. This 

mechanism might employ a registration service such as portmap, which 

does use a well-known port. 

 

8.3.2 Bridges, Routers, and Gateways 

There are many ways to provide access to other networks. In an 

internetwork, this done with routers. In this section, we distinguish 

between a router, a bridge, and a gateway for allowing remote 

network access: 

Bridge Interconnects LAN segments at the network interface layer level 

and forwards frames between them. A bridge performs the function of a 

MAC relay, and is independent of any higher layer protocol (including 

the logical link protocol). It provides MAC layer protocol conversion, if 

required.  

A bridge is said to be transparent to IP. That is, when an IP host sends an 

IP datagram to another host on a network connected by a bridge, it sends 

the datagram directly to the host and the datagram “crosses” the bridge 

without the sending IP host being aware of it.  
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Figure 8.11: Bridge 

Router    Interconnects networks at the internetwork layer level and 

routes packets between them. The router must understand the addressing 

structure associated with the networking protocols it supports and take 

decisions on whether, or how, to forward packets. Routers are able to 

select the best transmission paths and optimal packet sizes. The basic 

routing function is implemented in the IP layer of the TCP/IP protocol 

stack, so any host or workstation running TCP/IP over more than one 

interface could, in theory and also with most of today's TCP/IP 

implementations, forward IP datagrams. However, dedicated routers 

provide much more sophisticated routing than the minimum functions 

implemented by IP. Because IP provides this basic routing function, the 

term “IP router,” is often used. Other, older terms for router are “IP 

gateway,” “Internet gateway,” and “gateway.” The term gateway is 

now normally used for connections at a higher layer than the 

internetwork layer. A router is said to be visible to IP. That is, when a 

host sends an IP datagram to another host on a network connected by a 

router, it sends the datagram to the router so that it can forward it to the 

target host. 
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Figure 8.12: Router  
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Gateway  Interconnects networks at higher layers than bridges and 

routers. A gateway usually supports address mapping from one network 

to another, and might also provide transformation of the data between the 

environments to support end-to-end application connectivity. Gateways 

typically limit the interconnectivity of two networks to a subset of the 

application protocols supported on either one. For example, a VM host 

running TCP/IP can be used as an SMTP/RSCS mail gateway. 

A gateway is said to be opaque to IP. That is, a host cannot send an IP 

datagram through a gateway; it can only send it to a gateway. The higher-

level protocol information carried by the datagrams is then passed on by 

the gateway using whatever networking architecture is used on the other 

side of the gateway. 
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Figure 8.13: Gateway 
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